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A. •]•T:

To evaluate the affeot on the timer esoapement

and gear train efficiency as a resuýlt of substi-

tuting sapphire jewelled bearings for brass at

the pinion pivots. Investigate shook resistance

of Jewelled bearings and determine adequate shook

mounting teotmiques.

B. SUMMARY:

The 225 goverr-ent-fPlinished timers were checked

for rate on a Gibbs recorder using a 6-1/2 oz-in

dead weight drive and were regulated, an required,

to produce a two-minute run within the tolerance

requirement of the XN-7 Timer.

Concurrent with these preliminaity tosts, the design

was studied and the physical size and shape of the

Jewels wea determined. Final jewel designs re

shown on Drawaugs 21303, 21304, and 21305.
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As a basis for comparisono the units to be Jewe~led

were first subjectad to tea (10) consecutIve timir-g

tests (130 seconds each) and ten (10) consecutive

minimutm '.orquu tests. The first group was Jewelled

on original locavion at the four escapement pivots

only. After testing, the results when compared to

the control runs indicated no change in timing

repeatability, but the minimum driving torque had

increased.

Additional testing of jewelled units with the

jewels mounted in carefully jig-bored and lime-

reamed holes aiso jroduoed inconclusive results.

Sixteen (16) previously jewelled timers were fitted

with new escape wheel and pinion ausemblies and

new lever assemblies. These pivots were b:"'-hed

"to an ' finish and provided an increase in

diametral clearance of .0006'. The results from

the tests on these units were also negative.

At this point. the data to date was r'.iewe4 witi,
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the project officer, and it was decided that further

testing would be delayed pending his evaluation of

this data and a proposal to jewel the lever palleta.

Due to a shift in personnel, a new project officer

was assigned and, after a review of the program,

it was decided to study the effects of vibration

on 'ewelled timers. Tests on twelve (12) timers

before and after transportation vibration indicated

that vibration had no adverse effect on timing,

minimum operating torque, or condition of the jewels

and pivots.

C. PROCEDURE AND RMULTS:

Vork on this contract started the last week of

March 1961 and a comprehensive study of the actual

mechaWics of jewelling was made. Plate thickness,

available space, endshake control and standard-

ization of Jewels were the most important .rts

of this study. 1avouts wtr- m.t to set up th"
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actual prameters for the jewel design. The

number of different Jewels required was found to

be four (4); however, by reducing the pivot

diameter c. cne of the pinions, the total was

reduced to three (3).

In keeping with the requ:.red olive bombc jewel

design and the necessity to cont:!-* sndshake,

a modified olive bombe' jewel ;,,as required. The

design of these jewels is shown on Drawings

21303, 21304, and 22305. These Jewels were mounted

in reverse to what is customary when used with an

endstone, i.e. the snherical surface serves as

the bearing surface for the pivot shoulder. The

Turtle Mountain Ordnance Plant supplied sapphire

Jewels to this design but could not supply Jewels

in glass. Requests to the following three

domestic companies were also "no bid':

-4-
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Riohard H. Bird Company
1 Spruce Street
Waltham 54, Massachusetts

Weston Instrument Company
Newark, New Jersey

John Worley Jewel Company
North Falmouth, Kissachusetts

Since glass jewels of this design were not available,

this requirement of the contract was deleted..

The 225 movement assemblies used in these tests

were received on 15 May 1961. Prior to any

specific testing, all units were checked for regu-

lation and adjusted as required to produce a full

two-minute run in accordance with the requirements

of the XM-7 Timer. The tapes from the Gibbs

Reco.der for these runs were identified with the

serial number and retainedi.

in a conference with the project officer, a plan

of testing was decided upon as follows:

1. Timin Te -

a. Selecý, ten (20) unitn at random
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b. Run ten (10) conaecutive timing tests on

each unit, Timing period to be one full

revolution of an input drive wheel having

IP t*eth, This results in three full

turns of the 10-tooth number 4 pinon.

c. Recoo- the time (nominal is 130 seconds)

d. Calculate mean time, spread, and standVd

deviation for each unit.

2. Torame Test --

a. Use the ten timers f1rom the timing test.

b. Make ten (10) consecutive runs on each

timer to !.etermine minimum operating

torque.

c. Record torque valu-is

d. Celculate mean torque, spread, and

standard deviation fir each wuit,

-6-
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The test equipment used for tle tests is shoari

in Pigureo 1 and 2. A mounting block is equipped.

with a shaft supported by two ball bearings. One

end of this shaft is fitted with a ,O-tooth gear

and the other end is fitted with a pulley whozz

effective diameter is two (2) !Aches. A contact

button near the outer edge of the pulley actuates

a microswitch, thereby, starting the electric

timer. Upon the lowiLetion o1f one full revolution,

the button again actuates the switch and stops the

electric timer. The elapsed time for one revolution

of the pulley -an th-n be read on, the electric

timer. All timing tists were run with a torque of

6-1/2 oz-in. For the torque test, the pulley is

* replaced by a cam-shaped pulley as shown in

Figure 2. This provides a uniformly deorerixk:

torque, and the torque range can be varieC. by

changing the value of the weight UVU*

The lubricant used throughout t•.ese tests was

Hamiltcn Wat(ý.bL Uornpe.IVy fluze oil .'335 iCh ifneft.s
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the rnquirement of Mil-L-ll7314.

Ten (3.0) standard timers were tested as describe-

above, and the results of these tests are shown

as cor~trol tests in Table 1.

These ten (10) timers were then carefully dis-

aslembled, marking each gear so that all elements

of the train could be reassembled in the same

relatire position. The two plates containing

the pivot holes for the escape arbor and the

escape pin'o±a were sent to the model shop for

jewelling. The he'les were reamed to size on

existing location, an-' the jewels were pressed in

place so that the surfaae controlling endshake was

at the same elevation as the plate.

All parts were ultrasonically cleaned., and the

timers were reassembled, oiled, and regulated to

81.77 cps.

Thece Jewelled timers were then given timiY4g m

torque tests. The results are shown in Tab)- I

--8-
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where they can be directly compared with the

results on these timers prior to jewelling. The

results show that mean minimuz driving torque

increased for &ll ten timers and the ramge of

minimum torques increased in nine out of ten

cases. However, little or no change was noted in

mean time or rangn of times.

An additional ten timer movements were disassembled

and were modified to include jewels in the respective

plates for upper and lower pivots of the escape lever

and escape pinion. However, these Jewels were

mounted in ac ,•r4anc, with drawing locations inster,

of matching the existing pivot hole location.

Timing and torque tests were oonduotetd on these

jewelled movements. These movemento were used as

a control lot for evaluating the effect of standard

pivots versus burnished pivots when Jewelled on

drawing location. After twenty (20) new escape

levers and escape pinions had been burnisheu to

provide a hipher surface firq1b =nd a plxt dle-

mfiter red;;'-ed by . DO6W thece ra:,vements w,4ro

-9--
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reassembled, and tho tests we-" repeated on nine

(9) timers, as shown an Table 3.

The abo-i pnecedure was repeated on seven (7)

of the initially jewelled movements and compared

with the original data,:aw shown on Table 2. Thus,

these sixteen (16) timer movements yielded two sets

of data, i.e., (1) the effect of burnished pivots

operating in jewels on existing location versus

standard pivots, and (2) the effect of burnished

pivots operating in jewels on drawing location

versus standard pivots. Four (4) were left out

of these testb dae to rejection of reworked lever

assemblies. Tables 2 and 3 show the computation

of the mean values %nd range cf the time and torque

tests. These data show that there is no signifl-

cant difference between the standard pivots and the

burnished pivots whether jewelled on existing

location or on drawing location. The values for

mean time were all sulghtly lese for the bunished

pviots than t ihe stý%&raz-_ pivots. 'r.thil, by

-10-
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itself I s not cignificant airle no other pattern

was established.

Table 2 rbove that movements utilizing burniished

pivots require less operating torquo than move-

mentd which do not contain burnished pivots.

Also, the mean time was reduced for six out of

seven movements. These data, in Table 2, would

indicate, then, that there may be a alight

reduction in torque with a'sallez' varla1Vion in

timing. This, however, 'is questionable, and so

it was decided by the Frankford Arsenal Project

Officer to exp.sc tho above movements to the trans-

portation vibration test in accordance with

MIL-STD-303 to evaluate the.. effect of this environ-

ment on the jewelled movements. Table 4 shows the

data pertaining to this test and indicates that

tran portetion Vibration environment hao, no sig-

nificant effect on the timing and torque tests.

Following these tests, a visual inspection %as per-

formed or ear., no-TSMart tn Ycrlf%- tha oc•-i5.ition of

".,he Jewels and pivots. The rcstilits of thii

-1l-
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inspection showed no adverse effects on the je1el

mountings nor on the pivots. Thess Jewels were

friction fitted or pressed directly into the

brass place with an interference fit of .0002 to

.0ooo6, inh.

All the above testing involved Jewels mounted at

the upper and lower pivots of the escape lever

arbor and the escape wheel pinion. All subsequent

testing was concerned with evaluating the results

of Jewelling the upper and lower pivot holes of

pinions Ncs. I thru 4. Prvor to reassembly of

these movemer.L., the jlates were visually inspected

to verify that all Jewels were flush with the pro-

per side of the late. These Jewels were mounted

on the exi sting pivot hole location. After these

movemextq were assembled and regulated, timing and

torque tests were run before and after exposure to

the trwsportation vibration environment.

Reftrenca t•o Table 5 shows the aet of ciuputed data

for each of the three teat ond-)taon$: (1) tY--

12
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control runs on the standard oovements; (2) tihe

test runs on the Jewelled movements before trans-

portation vibration; and (3) the test runs after

transportataon ,ibration. Again, there was no

significant development in data from one test

condition to another. The values for mean time

seemed to hold fairly consistent while the mean

torque values all decreased slightly for the

Jewelled units with the exception of one (#1188).

After transportation vibration, these mean torque

values experienced another slight decrease with

one exception (#1090) which would serve to indi-

cate that jewelling is .-t a significant factor.

D, CONCLUSIONS:

Iz the summary of work, it has already bean Indi-

cated that the results of jewelling all pivot

points had no significant effect on the performance

of the timer movements. Howev,3r, since each uf th

mrean values receipted L. Lho tables of data we-•
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base& on only t.n runs each, it is therefore

difficult to predict, on the basis of these test

results, how much the operating life was increased.

It Is reasonable to assume that pivot life and

pivot hole sizes could be maintt•ined over a

greater number of operating cycles, especially

the heavier loaded pivots.

This isirticular escapement was originally desipied

as a gone-shot-and-done' device and as such was

not intended fer repeated testing. Further, due

to the laminated design and the fact that some

latitude for r lative movement of plates exists.

when the assembly screws are loose, makes Obefore

and after' test results somewhat unsatiefaotory

for comparative purposes. This is especially so

in the small numbers involved in this series of

tests. Past experience with this same movement

has shown that the simple act of loosening the

nuts on the assembly screws and then tighter,,ng

them again will I.nvav'l.ably q'•5r a niliht

-14-
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readjustment to bring it back into time.

It is, thereforen concluded that Iii order to

materially improve this timer, one or more of the

following changes would have to be wade:

1. Tighter controls on hole locat~ons.

2. Better finishes on holes and pivots.

3. Reduced friction between escape wheel teeth

and pallet fa,.es.

4. More poettive location of plates relative

to each other at assambly.

5. Better finish on gtar and pinion teeth.

6. Closer control on gear and pinion

concentricity.

-1 5-
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3. RECOMMENDATIONS.

Due to the high interest of the Hamilton Watch

Company in the continued improvement and use of

the Jung:z.r.½ Escapement, many paper studies,

as well as hardware experimentation, have been

made. Some of these, such as the beryllium copper

escape wheel, have resulted in improved life and

operation. The following analysis was made to

show that the pivot friction of the escape lever

arbor is a small peroentage of the friction

between the -3 .pe wheel teeth and the pallet as

each pallet face moves through the 'lock" position.

Reference to Figure 3 showau the frictional forces

acting at the arbor pivot and the pallets when

each pallet is shown entering the 'lock* position.

These same frictional forces are also actirn, but

in the opposite direction, ,when the pallets are

withdrawing from the *lock* position.

Following is an estimated value of the frictioal

drag on the iu'er aa tli levding corner of the

-16-
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escape wheel tooth comes in contact with the

lock s3rface of the sxit pallet 'BO.

The torque T at the escape wheel is:

TI

where TN is the mailnspring tprque.

R is the overall gear train ratio from

mairspring arbor gear to escape wheel

pinion.

E is the estimated gear train

effiio Ieo

then the force F required to resist the escape

wueel torque is:

P= T IV

where rb is the radial distance from the eaBoLpe

wheel pivot to the base circlc of the tofth.-an

-1?-
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the rnormal foro In of the wheel tooth against the

pallet is:

them PL - u Fn where u is the coefficient of

friction between the wheel tooth and the pallet

'B',

Therefore, the retarding torque Tr acting on the

pallet In11r = LR .

Following is an estimated value of the frictional

drag on the le.er as a result cf pIvot fricticn.

Usi the same value for Pn as above.

Then the drag fcrce Fp at both upper and lower

lever pivots is:

F = #n

wherepu is the -oefficient of friction betx, .,

tle a, uor pivots and the brass plates.

-18-
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Therefore, the .ýetardig torque aoting at the

lever pivots i.ý%:

If the coefficiezt of frictionyj is Lhe sa•t

between the wheal teeth and the pallet as it is

between the levexr pivots and the plates, then thit

frictional drag foros FL a;! Fp will be equal.

The the ra+lo of TL i,,'0:

T R RS T L =R 3.78
p~ 2Fpr 2r Z.04

This equation states thal the lever drag at the

pallet as a result of ftrv-tlon is ;i.78 times

greater tnan the drag ýn -1,4,e lever as a regi"?'

pivot friction.

In line wi'h the results vf the above arnlysis, a

design 1 or jewelling the , of a JIMQ-h.-A'S

Escapement wa& laid ou-t a" ,-e n1i.',v changes

-19,
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to existing par" as we!' as new parts ware

deta:ieIa. Th's destgn is shown on SK 1228 and

SK 1230.

It is highly recommended that any future work

directed toward improving this particular type

of timer include an investigation of this approach.
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